2016 National Winter Maintenance Peer Exchange
NWMPE Overview

- Co-sponsored by SICOP, Clear Roads, Aurora
- Held in Bloomington, MN
- Approximately 150 attendees
- 19 vendors
Focus of the NWMPE

- Operations oriented theme
- Day dedicated to the coordination between network operations and maintenance operations
- Day dedicated to State Best Practice Reports
- Half day dedicated to breakout sessions
Breakout Sessions

- Materials, Sustainability, Environment – Nixon (10)
- Equipment, Operations, Tactics - Williams (6)
- Strategies, Work Force, Public Relations – Lund (9)
- Weather, Information, Traffic Operations – Adams (11)

Presentations and Results at

http://SICOP.transportation.org
What’s Next?

- Clear Roads, Aurora, SICOP to fold the Problem Statements into work plans
- Problem statements for SCOM
- Problem statements for TRB
Planning for the 2017 NWMPE UNDERWAY